ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A key issue in Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), including the Global Positioning System (GPS), is the isolation and estimation of the integer ambiguity of the carrier phase measurements. The carrier phase signals of any GNSS are approximately two orders of magnitude more precise than the primary pseudorange signals the systems provide. However, measurements of the carrier phases are ambiguous relative to those of the pseudoranges by an unknown number of integer cycles [20] . Resolution of these ambiguities converts the carrier phases into pseudorange measurements, with measurement noise at the centimeter-to-millimeterlevel compared to the decimeter-to-meter-level of the direct pseudoranges. The improvement in measurement precision is directly carried into the parameters estimated from the measurements.
Until recently, ambiguities were only resolved as integers in so-called double difference processing whereby dual-pairs of measurements (made for example from two receivers to the same two satellites) are differenced to produce one measurement [4] . The differencing is carried out primarily to remove common transmitter and receiver biases contained in the measurements.
These biases consist primarily of the oscillator-induced time delays of both the satellite and the receiver. The existence of these timing biases is why the measurements are 'pseudoranges' and not just 'ranges'.
The primary disadvantage of double differencing is the requirement to have at least two receivers, even for a single user who only requires his or her own location. This essentially turns point positioning into baseline, or relative, positioning and can involve considerable processing overheads for the user. The technique can also be very limited in baseline length if such error sources as orbits and ionosphere are required to cancel out.
As an alternative to double differencing, it is possible to process undifferenced measurements and estimate the biases explicitly. It can be shown that the two solutions are mathematically identical under certain circumstances [27] . At the same time, it is not possible to uniquely isolate the integer nature of the ambiguities due to their exact linear correlation with the time delays of the oscillators and other hardware. The higher precision of the carrier phase can still be accessed by estimating a random constant bias in place of the ambiguity. However, accurately estimating such a parameter requires an extended convergence period.
The processing of undifferenced pseudorange and carrier phase observables from a single receiver is referred to as Precise Point Positioning (PPP) [28, 16] . PPP returns in effect to the first principles of GPS, where the focus is again placed on a single receiver, and where the userrequired corrections are satellite-based only. The main challenge with PPP is the significant convergence period required due to the necessity of estimating real-valued ambiguities. This convergence period is the most significant factor limiting wider adoption of PPP [1] . If the ambiguities could be isolated and estimated as integer values then, in principle, their integer nature represents more information that can be exploited to accelerate convergence. Accordingly, integer ambiguity resolution of undifferenced carrier phase observables has been an elusive goal, and the subject of much research in GPS processing, largely since the advent of the PPP method. Some recent advances in isolating integer ambiguities have been made with techniques that use single differences [13] and undifferenced observables [17, 18] . However, it is not clear that all aspects of the problem have been addressed, particularly with respect to timevarying code biases that are not explicitly accommodated by these techniques.
For our purposes, the term 'code biases' refers to unmodeled common-mode errors of the pseudoranges, usually considered to be hardware or local environment delays, that are either constant, or believed to vary in a band-limited, quasi-random, manner. There appears to be general acceptance in the area of precise time transfer, that these biases are the cause of the socalled 'day-boundary clock jumps' highlighted by the time scale of the International GNSS Service (IGS) (see, e.g., [19] , [11] and [15] ). The term 'phase biases' refers to analogous delays of the carrier phase measurements. This paper will show that the limiting factor in ambiguity resolution using undifferenced GPS observables is the presence of both code and phase biases in the estimates of the ambiguities. As parameterized in the 'standard model' of undifferenced ionosphere-free pseudoranges and carrier phases, the datum for the station and satellite clock parameters is provided by the pseudoranges.
The consequence of this is that the estimated ambiguities contain the time-constant portions of both code and phase biases. To address the limitations and problems of the standard model, a new GPS observation model is presented called the 'decoupled clock model'. This model rigorously accommodates any synchronization biases due to hardware delays (constant or timevarying) that may occur between common-frequency observables and facilitates the estimation of integer ambiguities without explicit differencing.
STANDARD OBSERVATION MODEL
The standard GPS dual-frequency pseudorange (code) and carrier phase (phase) observation equations are typically written in the form:
where P i is a pseudorange measurement made at frequency i and  i is a carrier phase measurement made at frequency i. We write the integer ambiguity N i on the left side to show how it converts the ambiguous phase measurement  i into a precise pseudorange L i . The factor q represents the ratio of the primary and secondary GPS frequencies, c is the vacuum speed of light and  i is the frequency-dependent wavelength of the carrier phase measurements. Of the geometric parameters, ρ represents the geometric range between transmitter and receiver antennas, T is the range delay caused by signal propagation through the lower atmosphere (predominantly the Troposphere), and I is the range delay and apparent phase advance on the primary frequency caused by signal propagation through the upper atmosphere (predominantly the Ionosphere). The remaining, non-geometric, parameters are the oscillator or 'clock' errors for both the transmitter and receiver (dt s and dt r , respectively), and common-oscillator hardware biases ( * * b ) for each observation. Unmodeled random or quasi-random errors are represented by *  .
The usual practice when processing dual-frequency measurements is to take advantage of the frequency-dependence of the ionospheric delay (to first order) and linearly combine the pseudorange and carrier phase observables to produce ionosphere-free observables:
where: 
and the ionosphere-free ambiguity combination N 3 = 77N 1 −60N 2 is placed on the right-hand side to indicate that it is now treated as a parameter to be estimated from the data.
As they stand, these equations are over-parameterized, and any system of normal equations derived from them for the purposes of a least squares solution will be singular. There are two causes of deficiency. The first is that the clock errors are inherently differenced and cannot be uniquely separated. This is overcome in a network solution by fixing one of the station clocks, and in a single-receiver solution by fixing the satellite clocks. The remaining singularity is due to the presence of the hardware biases and their identical functional behavior with the associated clock parameters. Both these types of parameter represent common-mode time delays and, having constant partial derivatives, are not uniquely separable.
To explicitly deal with this singularity, equivalent equations can be written with clock and code bias parameters combined. At the same time, due to the uniquely ambiguous nature of the carrier phase, the combined clock and bias parameter can be carried over to the phase observable:
where * 3
, and compensating code biases plus the phase biases and the ambiguity are combined into one parameter:
which is sometimes referred to as the 'float' or 'real-valued' ambiguity because it is not integer valued. The justification for grouping these parameters is that they are all functionally identical (constant measurement model partial derivatives) and as a random bias, the integer ambiguity cannot be independently predicted a-priori.
These equations will be referred to as the standard model for dual-frequency undifferenced processing, despite being in what may appear to be a non-standard form. These equations rigorously represent the combined effect of common-mode code-biases, common mode phasebiases, common-observation clocks and random ambiguities. The net effect is that the ambiguity parameter of the standard model contains both phase and code time-constant biases. Justification for using this formulation is provided in the next section.
DAY-BOUNDARY CLOCK JUMPS
Up to this point we have assumed that the code biases are constant over time. However, this is largely accepted as untrue, especially by precise timing users of GPS (see, e.g., [10] ), but the detailed impact seems not to be properly understood. Significant work has been done to investigate the impact of time-varying code biases and their apparent manifestation as the dayboundary clock jumps identified in the IGS Time Scale [19] . We will show now that these jumps are caused by time-varying code-biases and exist precisely because code and phase observations are mixed together with common oscillator parameters in the standard model. What is most interesting however, is that these residuals are not epoch zero-mean. The epoch average of the residuals are also plotted on Figure 2 and abstracted along with those for station AMC2 in Figure 3 . The lack of a half-sinusoidal trend for AMC2 indicates that station YELL is the source of this signal. More importantly however, the code residuals of neither station are zero-mean. We might expect that the combined code and phase residuals, properly weighted, are zero-mean, but the two are treated as physically distinct observables and are processed as mathematically uncorrelated (diagonal weight matrix). If the observation model is correct, then both observable types should exhibit zero-mean behaviour in their respective residuals. Therefore, our interpretation of this effect is that there are apparent common-mode signals that exist on the pseudorange measurements, but not the carrier phases. Even though these 'code-biases' can have a quasi-random signature at a well behaved station such as AMC2, they represent unique signals that should be rigorously modeled. It should be clear from this discussion that the standard model of undifferenced ionosphere-free observables is sub-optimal, in that the estimated ambiguities contain the constant code as well as phase biases. Should the code or phase biases also vary over time, then the standard model is even less optimal, and any such variations must be accommodated by the other estimated parameters, such as the clocks and ambiguities, and the residuals. We will now discuss how these effects may be rigorously accounted for, and how that in turn isolates undifferenced ambiguities as integer-valued parameters.
DECOUPLED CLOCK MODEL
We have seen from some fairly straightforward processing of the standard observation model that the average code bias contaminates the estimated phase ambiguities, and that in fact the code biases should not be considered to be constant or even narrowly varying. What are usually termed 'code-biases' represent significant and unique signals that should be rigorously modeled.
We now turn to how that might be achieved and how that in turn facilitates direct estimation of integer ambiguity parameters.
Perhaps the most straightforward interpretation of Figure 3 is that the code observables are not apparently synchronized to the phase observables at the level of precision of the phases. At the same time we should recall that there is no functional difference between the code-bias signal and the underlying oscillator. Hence, the first step to take is to accept that we cannot in general separate the code biases from the underlying oscillator. Treating the phase biases analogously implies a decoupling of the clock parameters of the code and phase observables. Therefore we will write equivalent ionosphere-free observation equations with separate code and phase satellite and station clock parameters:
These equations again represent a singular system, and with integer ambiguities, their formal solution is an example of rank-defect integer least-squares [22, 24] . From an analytical point-ofview, the primary implication of formulating separate code and phase clock parameters is that the datum provided by the pseudoranges has been removed from the carrier phases and therefore an alternative must be provided. We will do so in a way that also explicitly isolates the ambiguities as integers -with ambiguity datums.
AMBIGUITY DATUM FIXING
The effect of decoupling the code and phase clock parameters is to make the system of equations singular again. However, the singular nature of the clock differences on the code and phases is now separate, and on the phases is matched by the singular nature of the ambiguities as well.
The lack of a unique separation between the phase clocks and the ambiguities can be exploited to provide enough constraints so that a least-squares solution can be solved from the first epoch of processing.
Even though it is the decoupling of the clock parameters that has created a singular solution, the overall singularity lies as much with the ambiguities as with the phase clocks. If the ambiguity parameters could be removed, the carrier phases would be no more singular than the pseudoranges. Hence, fixing a subset of ambiguities provides a replacement datum for the phase clocks. Consequently, all that is required to provide a minimum-constraint least-squares solution when using the decoupled clock model is to arbitrarily fix one ambiguity associated with each estimated phase clock (less one in a network solution). By this process, the inherent ambiguity in the phase measurements is moved to the phase clock parameter and does not impact the other parameters.
The concept of fixing ambiguities to provide redundancy for a least-squares solution of undifferenced phase observations is not entirely new. For example, the base-station-basesatellite concept was introduced by [14] for precisely that purpose. The practical impact of fixing ambiguities in this way ensures that any phase biases are associated with the underlying oscillator error to form a 'phase clock' parameter. At the same time, fixing the datum ambiguities to integer values ensures the remaining ambiguities are formally integer in nature.
The impact can be considered as an implicit differencing effect, an example of which is given by [5] along with the relationship between datum fixing and the base-station-base-satellite method.
More generally, the choice of ambiguities creates a spanning tree over the observation graph, an example of which is given in [6] . The concept of ambiguity datum fixing plays a role in undifferenced processing corresponding to, and likely equivalent to that of, reference satellite and baseline choice in double-difference processing.
EXTENDED MODEL FOR GPS L1/L2 PROCESSING
Straightforward processing of ionosphere-free observables with the decoupled clock model and ambiguity datum fixing provides solutions where the estimated ambiguities are formally integer valued. However, for GPS L 1 /L 2 processing explicit ambiguity fixing is not practicable because the ionosphere-free wavelength is too short ( 3~6 mm) relative to the phase noise. In addition, the phase clock estimates will drift due to the inability to maintain datum continuity. Datum continuity becomes an issue when a datum ambiguity drops out of the solution and a new one must be chosen in its place. Strict datum continuity can only be maintained when the new datum ambiguity has converged to, or been fixed at, its correct integer value.
For GPS L 1 /L 2 processing therefore, the widelane-phase/narrowlane-code combination is used to first fix the widelane ambiguity (wavelength ~86cm), which in turn amplifies the ionosphere-free wavelength to that of the narrowlane (~11cm). This extended model is mandatory for integer ambiguity resolution with GPS L 1 /L 2 processing. The necessity for this step is determined by the relationship between the frequencies of the observables. For L 2 /L 5 processing with GPS-III for example, an extended model will not provide any benefit, because the ionosphere-free combination wavelength is already at 12.5cm and widelane substitution has no effect [5] .
The widelane-phase/narrowlane-code observable (also known as the Melbourne-Wübbena combination) is defined as:
where
is the widelane phase combination and   137 60 77
the narrowlane code combination. It is usual when using this combination to consider the station and satellite biases as constant, however this cannot generally be justified due to the timevarying code biases. Therefore, the decoupled clock model will be invoked and these biases will be treated as time-varying. At the same time ambiguity and network datum fixing is applied to introduce redundancy into the system. As a third step, this observable is processed simultaneously with P 3 and L 3 to provide a homogeneous system of equations. In theory this step should only be undertaken with rigorous error propagation from the raw P 1 , P 2 , L 1 and L 2 observables, however the relative correlation between A 4 and P 3 and L 3 is theoretically small enough that it is possible to ignore it in practice [5] .
There are two benefits to processing the widelane/narrowlane combination simultaneously with the ionosphere-free observables. The first is that the station and satellite widelane 'biases' can be treated as non-constant clock-like parameters identical to the code and phase clocks.
Additionally, the least-squares system is less vulnerable to incorrectly fixed widelane ambiguities biasing the solution. Residual testing can be used to restart estimation of both the widelane and ionosphere-free ambiguities if bad fixes on either observable are suspected. Both effects provide for a more robust solution, with as few a-priori assumptions as possible.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The concept of fixing ambiguities as a datum is identical to the concept of fixing one clock as a datum in a multi-station network solution. In the same way that all clocks are then estimated relative to that clock, so with the decoupled clock model all the phase clocks are computed with respect to a network datum clock plus an ambiguity datum. Apart from an arbitrary bias, the formal nature of the phase clock estimates is unchanged relative to the standard model clock estimates.
Since the decoupled clock model is a generic processing model, it can be applied directly to
Precise Point Positioning with the advantage that it facilitates Ambiguity Resolution (PPP-AR).
Just as for standard PPP, PPP-AR requires precise orbit and clock corrections for each observed satellite, but in this case each observable requires its own satellite clock parameter, namely a carrier phase clock, a pseudorange clock, and a widelane (clock-like) bias. The source of such corrections can only be a network solution using the decoupled clock model. Standard model clock corrections, such as those provided by the IGS, cannot facilitate PPP-AR because they contain constant code biases and do not contain the phase biases. At the same time however, because time synchronization alone is the key to undifferenced ambiguity resolution, regular orbit corrections can be used. In principle, such corrections and subsequent models must be accurate enough that the total measurement error is not greater than half the narrowlane wavelength. The principle of the decoupled clock model can be extended to the processing of measurements from other, and multiple, Global Navigation Satellite Systems. The requirement for observationdependent clock parameters is determined by the differing signal structure of each system and the consequent hardware and software implementations of both the transmitters and the receivers [8] . Where these biases are stable with known values (e.g., for the GPS satellites), it is straightforward to correct the necessary observables to match the reference set [7] . In a similar manner, any carrier phase quadrature bias can also be corrected for.
NETWORK PROCESSING
In the network solution, explicit ambiguity resolution and fixing is performed to minimize the number of normal equations and the size of the corresponding coefficient matrix. A simplified 2D LAMBDA transformation is applied to each widelane and ionosphere-free combination pair to help reduce the inherent correlation and speed-up convergence. A decision to fix is made when both the formal sigma and the float ambiguity difference from an integer drop below a common threshold. A value of 0.15 cycles was found to be suitable. In practice it is only possible to fix the amplified iono-free ambiguities after the corresponding widelane ambiguity has been fixed. In general, after an initial period of 30 minutes or so, 85% of ambiguities are fixed for the remainder of solution. The number of fixed ambiguities is not constant due to satellites rising and setting. Most of the unfixed ambiguities belong to rising satellites. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present examples of station and satellite clock errors from a fixed ambiguity network solution. Figure 5 presents the phase-clock, code-clock difference and widelane bias for station YELL as previously presented in Figure 1 . The IGS Rapid solution is also plotted for comparison. The widelane bias is clearly not stable over this period, exhibiting approximately a 3ns range over the 7-day period. Figure 6 presents the same parameters for PRN21/SVN45. For this satellite, as for the others, the code-phase clock difference and the widelane bias are noisy but largely constant. The 'bow-tie' effect in the code-phase differences is due to the influence of station low-elevation multipath. Several satellite clocks experience a small drift relative to the Rapid solution similar to that evident in the last few days of Figure 6 . Whether this is due to the drift of the Rapid solution or an artifact of incorrect ambiguity fixing is unclear. The IGS Rapid satellite clocks experience significantly smaller day-boundary jumps than the station clocks, making detection of a day-today drift more difficult. Regardless, the overall stability exhibited by the satellite code clock and widelane bias is clear, with the implication that a-posteriori smoothing could be applied for the purpose of providing slow-update corrections for real-time PPP users. The important point is that an assumption of bias constancy does not have to be made a-priori when using the decoupled clock model.
Figure 7. Network (▲) and PPP testing stations (▼).
The network processed to support the PPP results in this paper is depicted in Figure 7 . Thirtytwo IGS stations providing both L1 and L2 P(Y) code observations (P1 and P2) were selected for the 7 days corresponding to GPS week 1409 (January 7 th to January 13 The data was processed in a sequential least-squares filter (no smoothing) to provide a set of standard-model clocks, comparable to the IGS clocks, and a set of decoupled-model clocks.
Explicit, in-solution, ambiguity fixing was applied to derive the decoupled clocks. Table 1 shows the daily RMS error of the standard satellite clocks compared to the IGS Rapid clocks as well as both the standard and decoupled daily repeatability (constellation epoch average 
PPP PROCESSING
The stations selected for testing PPP with ambiguity resolution are also depicted in Figure 7 .
None of these stations were used in the network processing to derive the decoupled satellite clocks. Of the 44 PPP stations in total, in general only ~40 are available at any one time due to variable data availability. Ten of the stations provided no L1 P-code (P1) observations. When processing these stations, the L1 C/A-code (C1) observations were corrected to P1 using the IGS P1-C1 satellite biases [7] .
For each PPP run, the satellite clock and orbit parameters were held fixed. The station coordinates were estimated as unknown static values (no a-priori weight), the station clock errors (phase, range, widelane) were estimated as white-noise, and the tropospheric zenith delay was estimated as a random walk process. The elevation mask angle was set to 7.5 degrees, the recommended value for the Global Mapping Functions (GMF) [3] , which were used to map the tropospheric zenith delays and to form the measurement model partial derivatives. One satellite's ambiguities are fixed a-priori as the datum ambiguities using rounded pseudorange measurements as estimates. A rigorous transformation is performed if a new satellite is required as a datum (due to a cycle slip, or setting below the elevation mask, etc.).
Ambiguity resolution was performed using the LAMBDA technique [21] on an epoch-by-epoch basis. That is to say, the underlying float solution was maintained independently with the ambiguity-fixed solutions computed separately (see Figure 8 ). This is an optimum way of combining recursive filtering with integer state estimation [9] . It is also a useful way of maintaining a float solution for comparison purposes. The main benefit of this approach is that the float solution remains uncorrupted by possibly incorrect ambiguity fixes. A disadvantage is that the solution can diverge should an undetected cycle-slip occur. Also, the underlying solution is somewhat weaker because the ambiguities of setting satellites are rigorously eliminated (i.e., retained implicitly) instead of being fixed (i.e., removed explicitly). When double-difference ambiguity resolution is undertaken, the general practice followed is to validate the ambiguities before explicit fixing. This was briefly investigated for the undifferenced ambiguity resolution performed here, but it was not found possible to meaningfully correlate any of the typical validation statistics with the actual positioning results obtained. One possible reason for this could be that the observation weight matrix used in our processing was optimistic, because it ignored the correlations between the three observables. It should be pointed out however, that the typical validation tests are not rigorously defined and have high false rejection rates [25, 26] . Therefore, for this paper, the usefulness of ambiguity resolution with PPP was determined by examining the actual positioning results obtained with the technique. Reference coordinates for these comparisons were taken from the corresponding weekly SINEX file produced by the IGS.
PPP RESULTS
The initial PPP processing consisted of computing 5-minute solutions of daily files. The final daily latitude, longitude and height RMS errors for the total 7 day, 44 station data set are given in To examine more closely the impact of AR on position convergence, the entire PPP data set was broken down into hourly files. The net result was approximately 7000 solutions from the 44
stations. This is less than the expected number, but some hours were missing and each hour was required to have 90% of epochs available to be processed. These were then processed with the same parameter set-up as the daily files, but at a 30 second data rate.
As an example of the overall results, the epoch average of the hourly float and fixed solutions with corresponding 1-sgima error bars are plotted for one station's horizontal and vertical errors in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . In general, the horizontal error reaches the centimeter level, but this is only obvious after all 24 runs achieve convergence after 31 minutes, when the sigma is drastically reduced. In the vertical component, the same lack of significant improvement as the daily solutions is evident, but there is some small improvement in both the average and the spread of the results after the last solution has converged. Because individual solutions that converge slowly can skew the dispersion of the fixed position errors, the entire data set is portrayed in Figure 12 and Figure 13 using error percentiles. Figure   12 indicates that 90% of the float horizontal solutions are at the 10cm level or better after 60 minutes. With ambiguity resolution, that level is reached in only approximately 30 minutes. At 60 minutes, 90% of the ambiguity-fixed results are at the 2cm error level. A small number of solutions (<10%) converge to sub-centimeter level in several minutes. The generally small improvement in height is reflected in Figure 13 . In both plots it is noticeable that the fixed-error curve is above the float-error curve at the start of processing. This difference indicates that attempting ambiguity fixing immediately provides some position solutions that are slightly (but not significantly) worse than the float solution. The results in Figure 12 and Figure 13 represent all the data processed. It is not uncommon for some stations to experience divergence at some point in the data set, due to what appears to be a combination of undetected cycle slips, complete loss of lock, relatively low satellite count, poor geometry and poor quality pseudorange. A suitable validation scheme would hopefully screen these solutions, and this will be the subject of future work.
To emphasize the impact of ambiguity resolution on position accuracy, Figure 12 and Figure 13 are summarized by Figure 14 and Figure 15 , respectively. These plots represent the relative frequency of the horizontal and vertical errors after 60 minutes of processing. They can be considered as 'end-on' views of Figure 14 and Figure 15 , respectively. It is especially clear from the distribution of horizontal errors that ambiguity resolution provides a more 'peaked' distribution, in addition to shifting the general mass of the distribution downward. This is also true for the vertical errors, but to a much lesser degree. More work is required to investigate the impact of kinematic data, overall data quality, satellite geometry and robust ambiguity validation, but PPP-AR with the decoupled clock model has the capability to reduce the observation time required for precise positioning. One benefit of the decoupled clock model compared to other recently introduced undifferenced ambiguity techniques, is that no a-priori assumption about the stability of code biases is required for either the satellite transmitters or the user receivers. Provided that the code, phase and widelane clock and bias parameters are estimated as white-noise processes, they will entirely accommodate the common-channel timing characteristics of the observables. From a philosophical point of view, the decoupled clock model conforms to the original principles of PPP and GPS, whereby purely undifferenced observables are used, and all the user-required information is contained in satellite-only corrections. From a practical point of view, this may permit currently operating PPP correction services to provide decoupled satellite clocks by extending their current message set to broadcast the additional corrections.
